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Be Linked Exchange Rate 1:7.8 shall reviewed
In this month 5/2019, which the time exactly represents a Century, the
100th anniversary of May-4th Movement of Chinese history we can however,
feel further confrontational diplomatic relationship between China, & USA!
Actually, since republican Donald Trump who inaugurated his office of
presidency in 1/2017, USA took further “hard right” manner against China
afterward! Previously, former presidents of US seldom to such emphasize the
intention to start Trade War, against China, while so different is for Donald
Trump the incumbent presidential leader of USA. ,,,,,,
Simply say: Now USA seems no doubt taking at the utmost rival
diplomatic attitude towards China!
So, to HK where here a Special Administrative Region of our Motherland:
the People’s Republic of China, we thus undoubtedly shall take further
awareness to USA, which takes almost the unprecedented furthermore
hostility, against China.
Such as, USA seems to prefer on deploying “larger-scale” Trade War, on
confrontational antagonism against China. Beside incrementing tariff, while
financial market is no doubt another essential platform where USA can easily
utilize, for anti-China by attempting to demolish economy of there.
HK implements Linked Exchange Rate at 1:7.8 between US$ & HK$. If so,
there are certain investment-experts who, wish to manoeuver for investing on
China’s financial market for impact to Chinese economy, undoubted, vicinity for
the 1st prior place to initiate such financial-warfare is, surely here HK-Special
Administrative Region of China.
Hence, as USA seems to have certain intention to further detriment
China’s economy via financial market, for the Linked Exchange Rate to 1:7.8
between US$ & HK$, that implemented since 1983, the administration led by
Mrs. Carrie LAM Chief Executive of HK Government, shall really take certain
review to possible cancellation, or amendment of it for avoiding or dwindling
any further rampant financial attacks, from those Western investment-experts
or etc., onto utilizing HK at attempt to anti-China!
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